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First, we study the fit of the Higgs boson rates, based on all the latest collider data, in the
effective framework for any Extra-Fermion(s) [EF]. The best-fit results are presented in a generic
formalism allowing to apply those for the test of any EF scenario, under the assumption that the
corrections to the Higgs couplings are coming exclusively from EF effects. The variations of the fit
with each one of the five fundamental parameters are described, and, the obtained fits can be better
than in the Standard Model (SM). We show how the determination of the EF loop-contributions
to the Higgs couplings with photons and gluons is relying on the knowledge of the top and bottom
Yukawa couplings (affected by EF mixings); for determining the latter coupling, the relevance of
the investigation of the Higgs production in association with bottom quarks is emphasized. In the
instructive approximation of a single EF, we find that the constraints from the fit already turn out
to be quite predictive, in both cases of an EF mixed or not with SM fermions, and especially when
combined with the extra-quark (-lepton) mass bounds from direct EF searches at the LHC (LEP)
collider. In the case of an unmixed extra-quark [in the same color representation as SM quarks],
non-trivial fit constraints are pointed out on the Yukawa couplings for masses up to ∼ 200 TeV.
In particular, we define the extra-dysfermiophilia, which is predicted at 68.27%C.L. for any single
extra-quark (independently of its electric charge). Another result is that, among any components
of SM multiplet extensions, the extra-quark with a −7/3 electric charge is the one preferred by the
present Higgs fit.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, based on the combined LHC data collected at the center-of-mass energies of
√
s =
7 TeV and 8 TeV, the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] Collaborations have independently announced
the discovery at the ∼ 5σ level of a new resonance – with a mass close to 125 GeV – which can
be identified as the missing Standard Model (SM) cornerstone : the Higgs boson [3–6]. The
long list of measurements of the various Higgs boson rates provided during these last months
by the two LHC Collaborations [7, 8] constitutes a new precious source of experimental results
which can be exploited to test and constrain indirectly theories beyond the SM.
Most of the theories, underlying the SM and addressing the gauge hierarchy problem, pre-
dict the existence of new fermions, like charginos/neutralinos in supersymmetry, fermionic
Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations in higher-dimensional scenarios (e.g. Gauge-Higgs unification
frameworks as in Ref. [9] or the warped extra-dimension setup [10, 11] with matter in the
bulk [12–31]), excited resonances of bounded states in the dual composite Higgs [32–39] or
composite top [40, 41] models and top quark multiplet components in the little Higgs con-
text [42–44]. Additional fermions could also arise as fourth generations [45] or as components
embedded e.g. in simple SU(5) representations of gauge unification theories [46].
In the first part of this paper, we will combine all the Higgs rate measurements to constrain any
model with extra-fermions [i.e. of any baryon/lepton number, Yukawa/gauge coupling] that are
able to induce corrections to the Higgs couplings [1]. We will assume that the presence of Extra-
Fermion(s) [EF] constitutes the only origin of significant deviations to the Higgs interactions.
Note that our results also apply to any model with extra scalar field(s) or vector boson(s) leading
[1] The extra-fermions are assumed to be heavier than the Higgs field to avoid new Higgs decay openings (in particular invisible
decays into stable particles) that would require special treatments.
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2to significant Higgs interaction deviations, but not through their mixing(s) respectively with the
Higgs boson or SM gauge bosons (c.f. end of Section II B). By using a generic parametrization,
we will determine the corrections to the Higgs couplings – coming from fermion mixing or new
loop-level exchanges – which are favored by the fits of the Higgs boson rates. We will show
that the best Higgs rate fits obtained could be seen as first indirect indications of the presence
of EF since those fits can be better than the SM fit; another way of seeing this indication will
be to observe that the best-fit regions for the EF-induced corrections to the Higgs couplings do
not contain the vanishing-correction point (SM point).
In the second part of the paper, the Higgs fit constraints will be applied to characteristic and
well-motivated classes of single EF scenarios (extra-quark/lepton) and will reveal themselves
to be already quite predictive. We will focus on single EF in same color representations as
the SM quarks or leptons; various [including extreme] electric charges will be considered for
the extra-quark whereas the extra-lepton will be assumed to have the same charge as the SM
charged leptons.
Let us close the introduction by comparing our analysis to the related literature. The con-
straints from Higgs rate fits on corrections to the Higgs couplings, induced exclusively by EF,
have been partly studied in analyses aimed at studying all the possible types of corrections [47–
61] (see Ref. [62] for a statistical analysis by the ATLAS Collaboration). A first extension of the
present work is to describe qualitatively and quantitatively the effect of varying the correction
to the bottom-quark Yukawa coupling [parametrized here by cb, the ratio of the bottom Yukawa
coupling over its SM prediction] on constraints for other Higgs couplings; similarly, we study
the dependence of the rate fit on cτ , namely the ratio of the tau-lepton Yukawa coupling over its
SM value (without the simplifying assumption cτ = cb). Another extension is the inclusion of
the data on the Higgs production in association with a top-quark pair (relying on the top ratio
ct) and on the Higgs decay channel h→ τ¯ τ (involving cτ ) which can play a role in constraining
fermion-mixings. Because of the inclusion of the former data, we do not integrate out the top
quark which allows us to explicitly study the ct parameter (and we do not take e.g. ct = cb) : we
point out in particular that the ct variation leads to simple translations of the best-fit domains
obtained.
Let us note that our fits are performed over the three free parameters cb, cgg and cγγ (related
to the hgg and hγγ coupling corrections defined later) for characteristic fixed values of cτ and
ct [2]. In a second step, we fix cb for studying examples of EF scenarios.
In Section II, we discuss the theoretical context and the formalism used. Then the measure-
ments of the Higgs boson rates are summarized in Section III and confronted to the parameter
space of EF scenarios in Section IV. In the part IV A we describe the fit procedure and in the
part IV B we present the numerical results while in the part IV C we study the simplified case
of a unique EF. We conclude in Section V.
[2] In order to explain clearly the influences of these five relevant parameters on the Higgs rate fit, we do not marginalize any of
those parameters.
3II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. The physical context
We consider the general framework with any EF able to modify the Higgs couplings. In our
context, no other source of physics beyond the SM is responsible for deviations of the Higgs
couplings; this choice allows to concentrate one’s efforts on the class of models with EF and
in turn to have a deeper analysis of the parameter space. In particular, we assume the Higgs
scalar field to receive no coupling modifications due to significant mixings with other scalars as
it can occur e.g. in extended Higgs sectors.
For example, such a framework could be realized concretely in warped extra-dimension sce-
narios where some so-called custodians (fermionic KK modes) [63–74] would be below the TeV
scale inducing e.g. large top mixings, while the decoupling KK gauge boson excitations would
be much above ∼ 3 TeV (the order of the lower bound from Electro-Weak (EW) precision
tests [63, 75, 76]) forbidding in particular significant corrections to the Higgs couplings with
gauge bosons.
From a more basic point of view, in a bottom-up approach without prejudice, this hypothesis
that mainly EF affect the Higgs observables is one simple possibility, among others, to be
considered. This possibility has been considered for instance in Ref. [77–84] where the sole
effects from some EF species – namely the vector-like fermions (which can arise in many SM
extensions) – on the Higgs production cross sections and branching ratios were considered.
In a different context from here, other sources of large Higgs coupling deviations could exist
as well – like extra-bosons below ∼ 10 TeV as could be needed e.g. in a UV completion theory
allowing a vacuum stability in the presence of new fermions at the EW energy scale with large
Yukawa couplings [85]; then the present results might be used to understand specifically the
impact of EF on the Higgs rate fits.
Since we adopt a generic approach, we will not make assumptions in particular regarding the
EF representations under the SU(2)L gauge group. Hence it will not be possible to study EW
precision tests on EF as those tests depend on the SU(2)L isospins of EF. Such tests can be
performed once a given EF model is chosen, like for instance in Ref. [79–81, 86] where it was
shown that some EF models can pass the EW constraints.
B. The effective Lagrangian
In our framework, all the Higgs couplings receiving corrections can be written in the following
effective Lagrangian, which allows to work out the current Higgs phenomenology at the LHC
and Tevatron colliders :
Lh = − ctYt h t¯L tR − cbYb h b¯L bR − cτYτ h τ¯L τR
+ Chγγ
α
piv
h F µνFµν + Chgg
αs
12piv
h GaµνGaµν + h.c. (1)
where Yt,b,τ are the SM Yukawa coupling constants of the associated fermions in the mass
eigenbasis, v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, the subscript L/R indicates the fermion
chirality and the tensor fields in the hγγ and hgg coupling terms (following e.g. the normaliza-
tion adopted in Ref. [59]) are respectively the electromagnetic and gluon field strengths. The
ct,b,τ parameters – taken real for simplicity – are defined such that the limiting case ct,b,τ → 1
4corresponds to the SM; deviations from unity of those parameters can be caused by mixings of
EF (like t′ states,. . . ) with the SM fermions. Only the Yukawa couplings of the third generation
are supposed to receive potentially important corrections from EF mixing effects since EF are
closer in mass to the third generation and this heavy generation is in general more intimately
connected to the ultraviolet physics, like the top quark in warped/composite frameworks.
A few remarks are in order regarding terms absent from the Lagrangian (1). First, we only
consider tree-level (loop-level) corrections to couplings induced at the tree-level (loop-level)
in the SM, i.e. we calculate exclusively the dominant corrections; in the absence of tree-level
correction from EF origins for a certain SM tree-level induced coupling, we do not go to the next
order so that the global analysis coherence is preserved. Secondly, we have not included in the
Lagrangian the hZγ coupling [87] as it is not constrained by a dedicated experimental analysis
e.g. in the Zγ channel, and, the EF-induced corrections to the relatively small Γ(h → Zγ)
width are expected to be too weak to change significantly the total Higgs width (involved in
all branching fractions). For similar reasons, we have not considered flavor-changing Yukawa
couplings (those are not excluded in some EF scenarios and could induce new partial Higgs
decay widths).
Let us make another comment about the Lagrangian (1). Neglecting the mixings with the
first two SM flavors, one gets, −Yt,b,τ = mt,b,τ/v [the minus sign is due to the sign taken in
front of the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (1)], where mt,b,τ are the final masses generated after
EW symmetry breaking. The EF mixing effect on the Yukawa couplings enters via the ct,b,τ
parameters. These parameter values also contain the 3×3 SM flavor mixing effect in case it is not
neglected. This 3×3 mixing is considerable in the lepton sector (while CKM mixing angles [88]
are typically small) but there a possibility is that the strongest mixing angles originate from
the neutrino mass matrix. Now even if a Higgs decay channel into neutrinos is open, like in
the simple case of added right-handed neutrino singlets leading to neutrino Yukawa couplings,
the partial width into neutrinos would typically be so tiny compared to others – even for huge
neutrino Yukawa coupling enhancements by say two orders of magnitude – that it would not
affect the Higgs fit analysis.
Summing over the dominant loop contributions, the coefficients of the dimension-five ope-
rators in Eq. (1) can be written as,
Chgg = 2C(t) A[τ(mt)] (ct + cgg) + 2C(b) A[τ(mb)] cb + 2C(c) A[τ(mc)], (2)
Chγγ =
N tc
6
Q2tA[τ(mt)] (ct + cγγ) +
N bc
6
Q2bA[τ(mb)] cb +
N cc
6
Q2cA[τ(mc)] +
Nτc
6
Q2τA[τ(mτ )] cτ +
1
8
A1[τ(mW )],
(3)
where mc (mW ) is the charm quark (W
±-boson) mass, C(r) is defined for the color representa-
tion, r, by Tr(T ar T
b
r ) = C(r)δ
ab [T a denoting the eight generators of SU(3)c], N
f
c is the number
of colors for the fermion f , Qf is the electromagnetic charge for f , A[τ(m)] and A1[τ(m)] are
respectively the form factors for spin 1/2 and spin 1 particles [87, 89] normalized such that
A[τ(m) 1]→ 1 and A1[τ(m) 1]→ −7 with τ(m) = m2h/4m2 (for mh ' 125 GeV one has
A1[τ(mW )] ' −8.3 whereas A[τ(m > 600GeV)] ' 1.0). The terms proportional to ct, cb and
cτ account for the contributions from the fermionic triangular loops involving respectively the
top, bottom quark and tau lepton Yukawa coupling. The A[τ(mc)] and A1[τ(mW )] terms are
for the SM loop-exchanges of the charm quark and W±-boson. The dimensionless cgg and cγγ
quantities – vanishing in the SM – parametrize the EF loop-exchange contributions to the hgg
and hγγ couplings. This choice of parametrization in Eq. (2) with a common factor in front of
ct and cgg [as well as for ct and cγγ in Eq. (3)] makes easier the understanding of the ct influence
5on the best-fit cgg [or cγγ] ranges, that will be discussed in Section IV B.
Note also that extra scalar field(s), unmixed with the Higgs boson h (like a squark in supersym-
metry), or extra vector boson(s), unmixed with the SM gauge bosons, could affect the Higgs
couplings only through new loop-contributions to the cgg and cγγ quantities studied here.
C. Higgs rate modifications
Within the present context, let us write explicitly certain Higgs rates, normalized to their SM
prediction, which will prove to be useful in the following. The expression for the cross section
of the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism of single Higgs production, over its SM prediction, reads
as (for the LHC or Tevatron),
σgg→h
σSMgg→h
'
∣∣(ct + cgg)A[τ(mt)] + cbA[τ(mb)] +A[τ(mc)]∣∣2∣∣A[τ(mt)] +A[τ(mb)] +A[τ(mc)]∣∣2 . (4)
The expression for the ratio of the diphoton partial decay width over the SM expectation is,
Γh→γγ
ΓSMh→γγ
'
∣∣ 1
4A1[τ(mW )] + (
2
3 )
2(ct + cγγ)A[τ(mt)] + (− 13 )2cbA[τ(mb)] + ( 23 )2A[τ(mc)] + 13cτA[τ(mτ )]
∣∣2∣∣ 1
4A1[τ(mW )] + (
2
3 )
2A[τ(mt)] + (− 13 )2A[τ(mb)] + ( 23 )2A[τ(mc)] + 13A[τ(mτ )]
∣∣2 . (5)
The ratios for the partial decay widths into the bottom quark and tau lepton pairs as well as
for the cross section of Higgs production in association with a top pair (LHC or Tevatron) are
given by,
Γh→b¯b
ΓSM
h→b¯b
' |cb|2 , Γh→τ¯τ
ΓSMh→τ¯τ
' |cτ |2 , σht¯t
σSMht¯t
' |ct|2 . (6)
Let us make a comment related to the mass insertion in the triangular loops of fermions
inducing the hγγ and hgg couplings. Strictly speaking, a factor t, equal to the ratio of the
sign of mt in the SM over sign(mt) in the EF scenario, should multiply ct in Eq. (2)-(3) or
Eq. (4)-(5) [similarly for bcb and τcτ ]; in other words, if for instance t = −1 the values for
ct obtained below would have to be interpreted instead as values for −ct (the observables of
Eq. (6) being insensitive to the ct,b,τ signs).
D. Ratio of cγγ and cgg
For a better understanding of the above parametrization, we finally provide the examples of
expressions for the cgg and cγγ quantities, in the case of the existence of a t
′ quark [same color
number and electromagnetic charge as the top] (possibly vector-like as e.g. in Ref. [90, 91]),
an exotic q5/3 quark with electromagnetic charge 5/3 and an additional `
′ lepton (colorless), in
terms of their physical Yukawa couplings and mass eigenvalues :
cgg =
1
C(t)A[τ(mt)]/v
[
− C(t′) Yt′
mt′
A[τ(mt′)]− C(q5/3)
Yq5/3
mq5/3
A[τ(mq5/3)] + . . .
]
, (7)
cγγ =
1
N tcQ
2
tA[τ(mt)]/v
[
− 3
(
2
3
)2
Yt′
mt′
A[τ(mt′)]−Nq5/3c
(
5
3
)2 Yq5/3
mq5/3
A[τ(mq5/3)]−Q2`′
Y`′
m`′
A[τ(m`′)] + . . .
]
.
(8)
The dots stand for any other EF loop-contributions. The mass assumption made in Footnote [1]
leads to real A[τ(mf ′)] functions and thus real cgg, cγγ values, for real masses and Yukawa
coupling constants, as appears clearly in the two above expressions.
6It will turn out to be instructive to express the ratio of these parameters in the simplified
scenario where a new single q′ quark is affecting the Higgs couplings; denoting its electromag-
netic charge as Qq′ and assuming the q
′ to have the same color representation as the top quark,
this ratio reads as :
cγγ
cgg
∣∣∣∣
q′
=
Q2q′
(2/3)2
. (9)
This ratio takes indeed a simple form that will be exploited in Section IV C. In particular,
notice that cγγ|t′ = cgg|t′ . Clearly, q′ should have non-vanishing Yukawa couplings to satisfy
Eq. (9), otherwise cγγ|q′ = cgg|q′ = 0. In the specific case of a vector-like q′L/R, this one could for
example constitute a singlet under the SU(2)L gauge group and have a Yukawa coupling with
another q′′R/L state of same Qq′ charge but embedded in a SU(2)L doublet; then the heaviest
q
(2)
L/R mass eigenstate, composed of q
′
L/R and q
′′
L/R, could decouple from the Higgs sector so that
the orthogonal q
(1)
L/R composition would represent the considered unique new quark influencing
significantly the Higgs couplings.
III. THE HIGGS BOSON DATA
All the Higgs rates which have been measured at the Tevatron and LHC [for
√
s = 7 and
8 TeV] are defined in this section. The references with their latest experimental values are also
given below (these values have been summarized in Ref. [58]).
Generically, the measured observables are the signal strengths whose theoretical predictions
read as (in the narrow width approximation as used in Ref. [62]),
µps,c,i '
σgg→h|s + hqqgg→h |
p
s,c,i σ
SM
hqq|s + hVgg→h |
p
s,c,i σ
SM
hV |s + ht¯tgg→h |
p
s,c,i σht¯t|s
σSMgg→h|s + hqqgg→h |
p
s,c,i σ
SM
hqq|s + hVgg→h |
p
s,c,i σ
SM
hV |s + ht¯tgg→h |
p
s,c,i σ
SM
ht¯t |s
Bh→XX
BSMh→XX
,
with, σgg→h|s = σgg→h
σSMgg→h
σSMgg→h|s , σht¯t|s =
σht¯t
σSMht¯t
σSMht¯t |s ,
Γh→γγ =
Γh→γγ
ΓSMh→γγ
ΓSMh→γγ , Γh→b¯b =
Γh→b¯b
ΓSM
h→b¯b
ΓSMh→b¯b , Γh→τ¯τ =
Γh→τ¯τ
ΓSMh→τ¯τ
ΓSMh→τ¯τ , (10)
where the p-exponent labels the Higgs channel defined by its production and decay processes,
the s-subscript represents the squared of the energy [we will note
√
s = 1.96, 7, 8 in TeV] of
the realized measurement, the c-subscript stands for the experimental collaboration (CDF and
D0 at the Tevatron, ATLAS or CMS at LHC) having performed the measurement and i is an
integer indicating the event cut category considered. σhqq is the predicted cross section for the
Higgs production in association with a pair of light SM quarks and σhV is for the production
in association with a gauge boson [V ≡ Z0,W± bosons]; their s-subscript indicates the energy
and in turn which collider is considered. The Bh→XX (X stands for any possible final state
particle) are the branching ratios defined from all the opened Higgs decay widths which are
modified according to the second line of Eq. (10) and taken as in the SM for the others. The
SM rates at LHC for a given energy, like σSMgg→h|s, and the SM partial widths, ΓSMh→XX, are
taken from Ref. [92] (including the cross section corrections at next-to-next-to leading order in
QCD and next-to leading order in the EW sector, except for σSMht¯t at next-to leading order in
QCD), while the SM rates at Tevatron are from Ref. [93] (QCD corrections at next-to-next-to
leading order). The cross section and partial width ratios in the second line of Eq. (10) are
7those in the considered effective theory with EF expressed in Eq. (4)-(5)-(6). The EW/QCD
corrections are expected typically to be compensated in these ratios (especially for heavy EF
in the same gauge group representation as the SM fermions). Finally, gg→h, for the gg → h
reaction example, is the experimental efficiency [detector acceptance, particle identification,
isolation,. . . ] including the (kinematical) selection cut effects; the efficiency ratios entering
Eq. (10) are obtained by multiplying the SM cross section ratios by the ratios of expected
Higgs reaction compositions (in %) – derived via simulations and provided in the relevant
experimental papers [see just below]. These selection efficiencies, relying on the Higgs mass,
are identical in the SM and in EF frameworks (i.e. in the denominator and numerator of µps,c,i).
Here is the list of Higgs channels that have been experimentally investigated (corresponding,
once summed, to 55 measured signal strengths) :
• For the process I, pp→ h, h→ γγ, the Higgs field is mainly produced by the gluon-
gluon fusion; the signal strengths µI7/8,ATLAS/CMS,i are proportional to Bh→γγ and depend on
the efficiency ratios like e.g. hqq/gg→h|I7/8,ATLAS/CMS,i which can be derived from the reaction
compositions provided in Ref. [94] (ATLAS) and Ref. [95] updated by Ref. [96] (CMS). While
for ATLAS nine cut categories (i = 1, . . . , 9) have been applied on the data collected at√
s = 7 TeV in 2011 (4.8 fb−1) and 8 TeV in 2012 (5.8 fb−1) – leading to a measured mass
mh ' 126.0 GeV after combination with other channels [97] – CMS has chosen four cut classes
(j = 0, . . . , 3) to treat the 2011 (5.1 fb−1) and 2012 (5.3 fb−1) data – pointing out a mass
mh ' 125.3 GeV from combination with the ZZ channel. Note that in Eq. (10), the terms,
hZ
gg→h
|I7/8,ATLAS,i σSMhZ |7/8 +
hW
gg→h
|I7/8,ATLAS,i σSMhW|7/8 ,
for the ATLAS data must be replaced by, (hZ+hW/gg→h|I7/8,CMS,j)(σSMhZ + σSMhW)|7/8 , for CMS (a common
efficiency is set).
• In the diphoton channel, other series of cuts have been employed to increase the vec-
tor boson fusion contribution, pp→ hqq, h→ γγ, defining the process noted II. The signal
strengths µII7/8,ATLAS/CMS,i rely on the efficiency ratios obtained from the reaction compositions
in Ref. [94] and Ref. [95, 96]. A unique cut category is selected by ATLAS, to tag the di-
jet final state, whereas two of them (i ≡tight,loose) are used with the CMS data at√s = 8 TeV.
• The last diphoton channel analyzed, process III, is the inclusive Higgs produc-
tion at the Tevatron, pp¯→ h, h→ γγ. The µIII1.96,CDF+D0 strength is simply fixed by
/gg→h|III1.96,CDF+D0 ' 1 [93] for each Higgs production cross section in Eq. (10).
• For the process IV , pp→ hV [V→ leptons], h→ b¯b, all selection efficiencies vanish
except, hV|IV7/8,ATLAS/CMS ' 1 [97–99] (of course in such a case, one should not divide by gg→h
in Eq. (10)), so that, µIV7/8,ATLAS/CMS ' Bh→b¯b/BSMh→b¯b, since σSMhV does not receive corrections in
the EF framework.
• Similarly, for the process V , pp¯→ hV [V→ leptons], h→ b¯b, one has µV1.96,CDF+D0 =
µIV7/8,ATLAS/CMS [93].
• The process V I, pp→ ht¯t, h→ b¯b, is characterized by vanishing efficiencies except,
ht¯t|V I7,CMS ' 1, leading to,
µV I7,CMS '
σht¯t
σSMht¯t
Bh→b¯b
BSM
h→b¯b
. (11)
8The experimental value, which will be mentioned in next section, is µV I7,CMS|exp = −0.75+2−1.8 [99].
• The reaction V II, pp→ h, h→ ZZ, has a strength µV II7/8,ATLAS/CMS calculated accord-
ing to selection efficiencies all equal to unity (for CMS see Ref. [99] and for ATLAS Ref. [100]
at
√
s = 7 TeV or Ref. [97] at 8 TeV).
• In the same way, for the reaction V III, pp→ h, h→WW, the strength µV III7/8,ATLAS
is computed with efficiencies at unity (see Ref. [98] for 7 TeV and Ref. [101] for 8 TeV,
both updated by Ref. [97]), whereas µV III7/8,CMS is based on vanishing efficiencies except
gg→h|V III7/8,CMS ' 1 [99].
• From analog considerations as in the channel IV , one predicts, µIX7/8,CMS '
µX7,CMS ' Bh→WW/BSMh→WW, for the processes IX, pp→ hqq, h→WW, and X,
pp→ hV, h→WW [99].
• The channel XI, pp¯→ h, h→WW, has a strength µXI1.96,CDF+D0 containing exclu-
sively efficiencies at unity [93].
• As in channel IV , one has the theoretical predictions, µXII7/8,CMS ' µXIII7,CMS ' Bh→τ¯ τ/BSMh→τ¯ τ ,
for the processes XII, pp→ hqq, h→ τ¯ τ , and XIII, pp→ hV, h→ τ¯ τ [99].
• Finally, for the process XIV , pp→ h, h→ τ¯ τ , the strength µXIV7,ATLAS has the efficiencies
equal to one [97, 98] and µXIV7/8,CMS has all efficiencies equal to zero but gg→h|XIV7/8,CMS ' 1 [99].
IV. THE HIGGS RATE FITS
A. The fit procedure
In order to analyze the fit of the Higgs boson data from colliders within the effective theory
described above, we assume gaussian error statistics and we use the χ2 function,
χ2 =
∑
p,s,c,i
(µps,c,i − µps,c,i|exp)2
(δµps,c,i)
2
, (12)
where the sum is taken over all the different channel observables defined in Section III and
µps,c,i|exp are the measured central values for the corresponding signal strengths. δµps,c,i are the
uncertainties on these values and are obtained by symmetrizing the provided errors below and
above the central values : (δµps,c,i)
2 = [(δµps,c,i|+)2 + (δµps,c,i|−)2]/2. µps,c,i|exp and δµps,c,i|± are
given in the experimental papers listed in Section III which contain the QCD error estimations.
The summation over all the signal strengths in Eq. (12) allows to compare the maximum of
available experimental information with the theoretical predictions, in order to optimize the
test of the effective EF theory. Note that the i-subscript in this summation corresponds to
exclusive cut categories into which the event samples are split.
The global fit is performed without including the correlation coefficient effects which are cur-
rently not supplied in the experimental papers. Nevertheless, this does not affect the statistical
and uncorrelated systematic errors.
9B. Fits in the {cgg, cγγ , cb} space
In Eq. (12), χ2 = χ2(ct, cb, cτ , cgg, cγγ) depends on the five effective parameters ct, cb, cτ , cgg, cγγ
through Eq. (10) and Eq. (4)-(5)-(6). A priori, the fit analysis should be performed over these
five free parameters but to still be able to draw plots of the whole parameter space (and in turn
study it graphically) one has to restrict it to a three-dimensional space. In this section, we will
indeed choose three freely varying parameters, cgg, cγγ, cb, and search for the best-fit regions in
this three-dimensional space. Then we will show slices of these regions at several chosen values
of cb (i.e. in the plane cγγ versus cgg). This will be repeated for different fixed values of ct and
cτ .
The motivation for fixing ct and cτ , among the five effective parameters, is the following one.
First, the |cτ | range compatible at 1σ with the Higgs data is known and turns out to be roughly
[0;∼ 1.8] (for ct ≈ 1 and reasonable cb values described later on) because the measured values
for µXII7/8,CMS are negative – even with the errors – so that Bh→τ¯ τ , and in turn Γh→τ¯ τ and |cτ |,
cannot be too large. Hence, there is no need to apply the numerical global fit analysis on
cτ , then treated as a free parameter, to find its relevant range. Secondly, for the purpose of
demonstrating the ct peculiarity (correlation with cgg, cγγ) discussed in Section IV B 5, it is
easier to choose ourselves its fixed values than to have those values dictated by the numerical
best-fit search method.
So now, having the three free parameters, cgg, cγγ, cb, we are going to show the best-fit domains
in this three-dimensional space at 68.27%C.L. (1σ), 95.45%C.L. (2σ) and 99.73%C.L. (3σ)
which correspond to established values of ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min (χ2min being the minimum χ2 value
reached in the {cgg, cγγ, cb} space) [see for instance Ref. [88]].
In Fig.(1), we present four slices of these three-dimensional best-fit regions at four cb values
(cb = 0.75 [a]; 1 [b]; 2.08 [c]; 10 [d]) in the plane cγγ versus cgg. These regions are shown for
three different fixed values of ct but for the unique choice cτ = 1. The cτ parameter is varied
in the several plots of Fig.(2) (again for three ct values) where the behavior of the domain-slice
at cb = 2.08 is still shown in the {cγγ, cgg} plane; note that Fig.(1)[c] has also been included
in Fig.(2) [see plot [b]] for an easier comparison with Fig.(2)[a,c]. All these plots of Fig.(1)-(2)
are discussed in the following subsections.
1. The c-ranges
A few comments are in order with respect to the reasonable choice of parameter ranges in
Fig.(1)-(2). The naive perturbativity condition |ctYt| . 4pi leads to |ct| . 18 since |Yt| ' |mt/v|.
The similar theoretical constraints for |cb| and |cτ | are even less stringent due to the smaller mb,τ
values. The perturbativity considerations on cγγ and cgg are model-dependent; for example,
in the case of a t′ state with mt′ of the order of mt, Eq. (7)-(8) show that cγγ and cgg would
typically set the t′ Yukawa coupling (relatively to Yt) and would thus have to satisfy roughly
the same condition as ct : |cγγ| . 18, |cgg| . 18. For the sake of generality, we consider the
whole ranges of cγγ, cgg values pointed out by the Higgs rate fits.
The ct,b,τ choice is also related to the generation of fermion masses through Yukawa couplings.
In the SM, the top quark mass determines Yt up to CKM mixing angles. For large deviations
with respect to the SM Yukawa coupling, i.e. for ct values very different from unity, the physical
top mass may be recovered by new strong mixing effects like in t−t′ mixings. |ct| values different
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FIG. 1: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L. (in green), 95.45%C.L. (yellow) and 99.73%C.L. (grey) in the plane cγγ versus cgg,
for cτ = 1. Each one of the four figures [a,b,c,d] is associated to a certain cb value written (in blue) on the figure itself.
In each figure, the regions are drawn for three ct values, the corresponding value being indicated nearby the relevant
region; the regions for the lowest, intermediate, highest ct values are respectively shown by the plain contours, colored
filled domains, dotted contours. The SM (black) point, at ct = cb = cτ = 1, cγγ = cgg = 0, is shown on the plot [b].
Finally, the four best-fit point locations are indicated by crosses in the plot [c]. The theoretically predicted lines for
extra-quarks of type b′ (plot [c,d]) and t′ (plot [b]) are also represented (in red).
from unity by a factor ∼ 5 would certainly already require strong t− t′ mixings, to be predicted
by specific scenarios. Similar comments hold for cb and cτ . From this point of view, the value
of cb = 10 in Fig.(1)[d], and cτ = 0.05 in Fig.(2)[a], are respectively large and tiny; those have
been chosen for the purpose of explaining the behavior of the best-fit domains in the large cb
and low cτ regimes.
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FIG. 2: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L. (green), 95.45%C.L. (yellow) and 99.73%C.L. (grey) in the plane cγγ versus cgg,
for cb = 2.08. Each one of the three figures is obtained for a cτ value which is indicated (in blue). In each figure, the
regions are drawn for three ct values [same conventions as in Fig.(1)]. The predicted (red) line for an extra-quark of type
b′ is also represented in the plot [b].
2. Best-fit points
The best-fit points reachable, when varying the three free parameters, cb, cgg, cγγ, for fixed
values ct = 1 and cτ = 1, are at cb = 2.08 and the cgg, cγγ values corresponding to the four
crosses drawn in Fig.(1)[c]. Since there are exact symmetries along the cgg and cγγ axes (see
discussion below), those four cross-points are all associated to the same χ2min = 52.36.
For comparison, the best-fit point reachable, when varying the five effective parameters,
ct, cb, cτ , cgg, cγγ, is {ct = 0.0; cb = 1.13; cτ = 0.0; cgg = −0.79; cγγ = −0.11} leading to
χ2 = 50.26. A vanishing ct (a top-phobic Higgs boson) imposes µ
V I
7,CMS = 0 [via Eq. (6)]
which lies inside the 1σ experimental interval and is even the possible value the closest to
the measured negative central value [given just after Eq. (11)]. Similarly, cτ = 0 (tau-
phobic) induces µXII7/8,CMS = 0 which is the closest value to the negative experimental cen-
tral values. In view of the generation of fermion masses through the Yukawa couplings,
one could require say |cτ | > 0.3 and |ct| > 0.3 which leads instead to the best-fit point
{ct = 0.3; cb = 1.18; cτ = −0.3; cgg = 0.67; cγγ = −0.42} having χ2 = 50.44.
All these minimal χ2 values are smaller than the SM one, χ2SM = 57.10 [from taking all the
strength predictions at unity in Eq. (12)]. The regions at 68.27%C.L. in Fig.(1)[b] do not even
contain the SM point ({ct = 1; cb = 1; cτ = 1; cgg = 0; cγγ = 0}).
Let us interpret the c-values of the best-fit points obtained in Fig.(1)[c] (or equivalently
Fig.(2)[b]). For example the best-fit point at, cb = 2.08, cgg = 0.66 and cγγ = −1.09, shown
on Fig.(1)[c] (for fixed ct = cτ = 1) indicates in particular that an increase of the diphoton
partial width is favored by the data. Indeed, a negative cγγ implies a constructive interference
between EF loops and the main SM W±-boson exchange, as shows Eq. (5). Interestingly, the
preferred cγγ value approximatively cancel the top-loop contribution. The obtained indication
for a Γh→γγ enhancement is not surprising as most of the measured strengths in the diphoton
channel – described in Section III – are above their SM expectations (even significantly for
some of those).
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The best-fit value, cgg = 0.66, also outlines the preference for a σgg→h increase [see Eq. (4)]
related to the excesses with respect to the SM rates of the experimental values for some of the
diphoton rates.
Finally, a Γh→b¯b increase is favored (see Eq. (6) with cb = 2.08) which tends to enhance the
µV1.96,CDF+D0 strength and suppress µ
XII
7/8,CMS relatively to the SM, as indicated by the experi-
mental results (all at more than 1σ from the SM).
The three other best-fit points of Fig.(1)[c] can be obtained through the symmetries described
in the next subsection and are thus interpretable with the same physical arguments about the
Higgs rates.
3. The symmetries
Some exact reflection symmetries with respect to vertical and horizontal axes appear clearly
on Fig.(1) and Fig.(2). Indeed, for a cγγ value giving rise to a certain ∆χ
2, there always exists
a cγγ partner value leading to the opposite-sign h→ γγ amplitude [squared in Eq. (5)] and
in turn to the same ∆χ2. The same kind of symmetry occurs for cgg entering the h→ gg (or
gg→ h) amplitude.
Another type of symmetry is constituted by the transformation, cb → −cb, leaving invariant
the b¯b partial width [c.f. Eq. (6)]. This symmetry is approximative due to the dependence of
σgg→h and Γh→γγ on cb; for cb values such that the bottom-exchange contributions to σgg→h and
Γh→γγ remain sub-leading (as in the SM), the transformation, cb → −cb, keeps unchanged, at
the percent level, the cγγ, cgg values associated to a given ∆χ
2. The similar symmetry arises
for, cτ → −cτ .
4. Dependence of the best-fit regions on cgg and cγγ
At this level, one is able to interpret the typical shapes of the obtained best-fit regions. The
typical oblique direction (diagonal positioning) of the best-fit domains, for example for the
fixed value, ct = 1, around the best-fit point, at cgg = 0.66 and cγγ = −1.09 in Fig.(1)[c], can
be understood as follows – the orientations of the three other best-fit region groups are then
deduced through the reflection symmetries along cgg and cγγ. Starting from this best-fit point
and decreasing cgg tends to decrease σgg→h and hence to degrade the fits for diphoton rates, a
degradation which must be compensated by the cγγ decrease (|cγγ| increase enhancing Γh→γγ)
to remain below 68.27%C.L.
5. Dependence of the best-fit regions on ct
We discuss now the modifications of the best-fit domains as the effective parameter, ct, is
varying. We observe separately on Fig.(1)[a,b,c] and Fig.(2) that a ct variation of amount, δct,
leads in a good approximation to a translation (no domain shape modification) of −δct along
both the cγγ and cgg axes, for each one of the three best-fit regions. It is particularly clear in
Fig.(1)[b] where a large δct is exhibited.
Indeed, considering a given Confidence Level, the ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min value is fixed which de-
termines [c.f. Eq. (12)] in particular the ct correction factor for the major top loop-exchanges
and the parameters for EF loop-contributions, cgg, cγγ, entering the predicted strengths [c.f.
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Eq. (10)] through the sums (ct + cgg) and (ct + cγγ) [c.f. Eq. (4)-(5)]. Hence for a δct pa-
rameter variation, since the χ2min value is unchanged (for similar compensation reasons to
the following one), the induced χ2 modification should be exactly compensated by variations,
δcgg = δcγγ = −δct.
Note that for different ct, cgg and cγγ definitions from here (then distinguished by a prime), say
generalizing to effective parameters entering Eq. (4)-(5) via (αgc
′
t + βgc
′
gg) and (αγc
′
t + βγc
′
γγ)
with new constants αg,γ, βg,γ, the translations would be instead of
δc′gg = −
αg
βg
δc′t , and, δc
′
γγ = −
αγ
βγ
δc′t .
The measured signal strength of Eq. (11) is also sensitive to ct [3] and there is no possible δct
compensation in it, as shows Eq. (6), which invalidates the above argumentation strictness.
Nevertheless, since the error bar on this measured rate is quite large, the above translation
estimations remain a good approximation up to relatively large |ct| values where the three ref-
erence best-fit domain sizes start to decrease – before disappearing. This is visible for instance
in Fig.(1)[d]; in fact these more central, i.e. more fit-favored, domains in the {cγγ, cgg} plane
mainly allow to balance the degradation of the µV I7,CMS fit due to larger |ct| values (tending to
increase too much the ht¯t production cross section). This effect of decreasing domain widths ap-
pears in Fig.(1)[d] for smaller |ct| values than in all the other figures because, for this extremely
large cb = 10 enhancing Bh→b¯b, µV I7,CMS is getting above its 1σ range faster as |ct| increases.
To conclude on this part, this strong parameter interdependence implies that in order to
determine experimentally the cγγ and cgg quantities, it is crucial to determine as well the ct
Yukawa correction whose measurement is essentially relying on the µV I analysis; now this
analysis requires in particular good efficiencies for the challenging simultaneous reconstruction
of the top and bottom quark pairs in the final state.
6. Dependence of the best-fit regions on cb
Concerning the cb variation (for fixed ct = cτ = 1), we first explain the impact of the cb
increase on the typically allowed cγγ, cgg values – starting from the best-fit domains around
the best-fit point, {cb = 2.08; cgg = 0.66; cγγ = −1.09}, in Fig.(1)[c] – and the reasons why
huge values up to cb ' 50 could still agree with present Higgs rate fits. For such a cb increase,
the strengths µV II,V III7/8,ATLAS/CMS, µ
XI
1.96,CDF+D0 and µ
XIV
7/8,CMS are reduced via Γh→b¯b, a reduction
which has to be compensated by a σgg→h increase through a cgg enhancement to conserve a
satisfactory χ2 (or equivalently here, ∆χ2). This explains the shift of the considered best-fit
domains, around {cb = 2.08; cgg = 0.66; cγγ = −1.09} in Fig.(1)[c], to higher cgg values in the
plot [d] where cb = 10 (still with ct = 1). This necessary compensation between the Γh→b¯b
and σgg→h increases also guarantees the stability of diphoton rates (there is also a significant
gluon-gluon fusion contribution in the three dijet-tagged final states) letting the χ2 at the same
level, without cγγ modifications – explaining nearly identical cγγ values for the studied regions
in Fig.(1)[c] and [d]. The Γh→b¯b increase leads to enhancements of the strengths µIV7/8,ATLAS/CMS,
[3] Other signal strengths, like in the diphoton channel, are also sensitive to ct [c.f. Eq. (10)] but less, due to the experimental
selection efficiencies and the smallness of σht¯t relatively to the dominant Higgs production reactions.
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µV1.96,CDF+D0 and µ
V I
7,CMS without major consequences on the fit; a cb increase up to ∼ 50 [leading
to Γh→b¯b . 5 GeV] would still leave existing domains at 68.27%C.L. since in the theoretical
limit, cb → ∞, Bh→b¯b tends obviously to a finite value compatible with data : Bh→b¯b → 1.
Similarly, the Γh→b¯b induced decrease of µ
IX,X,XII,XIII
7/8,CMS does not affect significantly the global fit;
in the limit, cb →∞, all these signal strengths tend to zero (via the involved branching ratios)
which is clearly in agreement at 1σ with their experimental central value [and µXII7/8,CMS|exp is
negative].
There is another effect induced by the cb enhancement; as cb is increasing, its contribution to
σgg→h renders softer the σgg→h evolution with cgg so that the cgg interval, spanning the σgg→h
range allowed by the fit, gets larger; this can be seen by comparing the considered best-fit
domain widths along the cgg axis in Fig.(1)[c] and [d].
Now in the other direction, when cb decreases from its value in Fig.(1)[c] down to its values in
the plots [b] and finally [a], the dominant effect of surface area diminution (and disappearance)
for the best-fit regions is related to µV1.96,CDF+D0 which is reduced and thus moved away from
its best-fit value.
What is the experimental impact of the above cb variation analysis ? The present experimental
results do not prevent cb from taking extremely large values – due in particular to Higgs rate
compensations. In order to put a more stringent experimental upper limit on it, one could of
course if possible improve the accuracies on the signal strengths involving σgg→h and Γh→b¯b. A
new possibility to measure cb (or equivalently the bottom Yukawa coupling constant) would be
to investigate the processes, q¯q→ hb¯b and gg→ hb¯b (or b¯b→ h and bg→ hb), followed by the
decay, h→ b¯b. Indeed, here both the production and decay rates should increase with cb (Γh→b¯b
being the dominant partial width) so that compensations should not occur; then too large cb
values would be experimentally ruled out. This Higgs production in association with bottom
quarks could have significant cross sections for high LHC luminosities and enhanced cb values
compared to the SM [102] as the present fit points out. The sensitivity to such a reaction relies
deeply on the b-tagging capability [87]. This reaction suffers from large QCD backgrounds
but new search strategies have been developed for such a bottom final state topology, as in
Ref. [103].
7. Dependence of the best-fit regions on cτ
Finally, to complete our discussion on the parameter variations, we describe the cτ influence
on the best-fit domains.
If the fixed cτ parameter is chosen at a larger value, like in Fig.(2)[c] compared to the plot [b],
the induced best-fit cb value, obtained by χ
2 minimization, is modified. The best-fit µXII7/8,CMS
value, minimizing χ2, can involve (via Bh→τ¯ τ ) a larger best-fit cb value in the case of [c] than
in case [b], to compensate the higher cτ (also entering Bh→τ¯ τ ). In consequence, along the cb
axis, the distance of the regions in the plot [c] (at cb = 2.08) to the best-fit point at cb > 2.08
is larger than the distance of the domain-slices in [b] (also at cb = 2.08) to the best-fit point
at cb = 2.08 [indicated by the cross(es) on the figure]. Along the cγγ and cgg axes, the typical
distances of contours at a given Confidence Level to the respective central best-fit points are
shorter in [c] than in [b]. In other terms, best-fit regions in [c] are smaller than in [b].
The cτ decrease from Fig.(2)[b] to [a] leads to a softer region size reduction [in the limit cτ → 0,
µXII7/8,CMS → 0 which is the preferred strength].
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FIG. 3: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L., 95.45%C.L. and 99.73%C.L. in the plane cγγ versus cτ , for the case of an extra-
lepton with electric charge, Q`′ = −1, corresponding to ct = cb = 1, cgg = 0. The two best-fit points are indicated (in
black).
C. The case of single EF scenarios
In this Section IV C, we apply the constraints from the Higgs rate fit to examples of simple
scenarios where a unique EF state significantly affects the Higgs interactions.
1. An EF mixed with SM fermions
For instance, a single b′ state [same color representation and electromagnetic charge as the
bottom quark], that could be a light custodian top-partner in warped/composite frameworks,
would lead to a ratio in Eq. (9), (cγγ/cgg)|b′ = 1/4, corresponding to the straight line drawn
on Fig.(1)[c,d]. Generically, a b′ would be mixed with the SM bottom quark so that possibly,
cb 6= 1, whereas one would have, ct = cτ = 1 – like in Fig.(1)[c,d]. These figures show that
there exist cγγ, cgg and cb values for which the predicted b
′ line crosses the 68.27%C.L. region.
The simultaneous knowledge of the exact position on the b′ line and the cb value fixing the C.L.
regions, necessary to determine the goodness of fit, requires the specification of the bottom
mass matrix and hence of the considered model.
The other example of EF candidate able to be mixed with SM quarks is the t′ state, possibly
constituted e.g. by a light top-partner in little Higgs models. For a dominant t′ state, the ratio
of Eq. (9) tends to one which corresponds to the straight line on Fig.(1)[b]. Since a t′ field can
mix with the top quark, ct 6= 1, but in the context of a single t′ one should have, cb = cτ = 1, as
in Fig.(1)[b]. The predicted t′ line crosses two 95.45%C.L. regions e.g. for, ct = 0.5, as well as
two 68.27%C.L. regions exclusively in the range, ct ∼ 1.1 ↔ 2.6 (above ∼ 2.6 the region sizes
decrease as explained in Section IV B 5).
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These discussions on the b′ and t′ states illustrate the fact that it is useful to study the best-
fit domains in the {cγγ, cgg} plane as, in simplified models, the theoretical prediction for the
cγγ/cgg ratio takes a simple form independent of the extra-quark masses and Yukawa couplings.
For a single extra-lepton (colorless) with charge, Q`′ = −1, potentially mixed with the SM
τ -lepton, the parameters, cb = ct = 1, cgg = 0 [see Eq. (7)], are fixed and there remain two free
effective parameters, namely cγγ and cτ . The best-fit regions for such a two-dimensional fit are
presented in Fig.(3). The two best-fit points shown in this figure correspond to, χ2min = 52.54.
2. An EF unmixed with SM fermions
It is also possible theoretically that the new single t′ (or b′) particle does not mix with the SM
top (bottom) quark. This would be the case as well for additional q′ quarks with exotic electric
charges. For illustration, let us first concentrate on the components of possible extensions of the
SM quark multiplets under SU(2)L, as in warped/composite frameworks where SM multiplets
are promoted to representations of the custodial symmetry [63–74]. The charges for such q′
components obey the relation, Yq′ = Qq′ − Iq′3L (Y ≡ hypercharge, I3L ≡ SU(2)L isospin). We
will consider the electric charges of smallest absolute values, Qq′ = −1/3, 2/3, −4/3, 5/3, −7/3
and 8/3, keeping in mind that the naive perturbative limit on the electric charge reads as,
|Qq′| .
√
4pi/α ' 40 (α ≡ fine-structure constant [88]). The q′ states are in the same color
representation as the SM quarks.
In the case of the presence of such a q′ quark, unmixed with SM quarks, while ct = cb = cτ = 1,
one has cγγ 6= 0 and cgg 6= 0 if the q′ state possesses non-zero Yukawa couplings; the best-fit
domains for a two-dimensional fit keeping the fixed parameters, ct = cb = cτ = 1, are shown in
Fig.(4) together with the four best-fit points associated to, χ2min = 55.04. On this plot, we also
represent the theoretically predicted regions in the cases of a single q′ quark with electric charge
Qq′ : these regions are the straight lines defined by Eq. (9). All the predicted lines – whatever is
the Qq′ charge – cross the SM point which is reached in the decoupling limit, cγγ → 0, cgg → 0.
The first result is that the upper-left best-fit regions, around cγγ ∼ 8, cgg ∼ −1.8, cannot be
explored in single q′ models [no line can reach it]. We also observe on Fig.(4) that the predicted
line being the closest to a best-fit point is for, Qq′ = −7/3. This result means that, among
any possible SM multiplet extension component, the fit prefers the q−7/3 state compared for
example to a t′ or q5/3 state. For instance, this latter q5/3 state leads to a smaller |cγγ/cgg|q′
ratio (∝ Q2q′) which is less favored by the data due in particular to the observed diphoton rate
enhancements.
A possibility in the future is that, as the measurements of the Higgs signal strengths will
improve their accuracies – leading typically to smaller best-fit regions in plots such as Fig.(4)
– some absolute charges like for example, |Qq′ | = 2/3, could get excluded at 68.27%C.L. (the
overlaps of the associated line with any 1σ region could disappear). This kind of exclusion
would be quite powerful in the sense that it would be independent of the Yq′ Yukawa coupling
constants, the q′ mass values (mq′) and the q′ representations under SU(2)L. This is due to the
simplifications occurring in the ratio of Eq. (9) or in other terms to the correlations between
cγγ and cgg [see Eq. (7)-(8)].
• Best-fit domains in the plane of the Yukawa coupling versus the EF mass: Now
we determine the physical parameters corresponding typically to an overlap between a given
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well. The four best-fit points are indicated (in black).
line in Fig.(4) and the best-fit regions; we consider the characteristic examples of the charges,
Qq′ = −1/3, 5/3 and 8/3. More precisely, we plot in Fig.(5) the regions in the plane |mq′|
versus Y˜q′ = −Yq′/sign(mq′) which correspond [see Eq. (7)-(8)] to cγγ, cgg quantities giving rise
to the best ∆χ2 values in the case of one free effective parameter, say cgg (related to cγγ through
the fixed ratio cγγ/cgg|q′ ∝ Q2q′).
In Fig.(5), we also illustrate the case of a single additional `′ lepton (colorless) without significant
mixing to SM leptons [cτ = 1], as may be justified by exotic Q`′ charges or the large mass
difference between the SM and extra-leptons. Here we choose, Q`′ = −1, being quite common
for extra-lepton scenarios (as for instance recently in Ref. [81]). There is, again, a unique free
effective parameter, cγγ, since cgg = 0.
Let us discuss the results shown in Fig.(5). For a given Confidence Level, the linear depen-
dence of Y˜b′ on |mb′ | appearing clearly on the upper left plot is explained by the expressions
(7)-(8) and the constant limit, A[τ(mb′  mh)] → 1 [described after Eq. (3)]. This linear
behavior also holds for the three other cases illustrated in this figure, even if for those it is
hidden by the chosen logarithmic scale (allowing for a better view of the couplings in the small
mass ranges). Eq. (7)-(8) show that increasing Qq′ leads to a slower evolution of |Y˜q′ | with |mq′ |
(perturbative limit, −4pi, reached for higher |mq′ |) and a smaller allowed Y˜q′ range at fixed |mq′ |
as can be observed by comparing Qq′ = 5/3 and 8/3 in Fig.(5). Comparing a `
′ extra-lepton
with the b′ extra-quark, it appears in Eq. (8) that the smaller N `
′
c = 1 color number tends to
compensate the larger Q2`′ = 1 squared charge (the favored cγγ|f ′ interval size also affects the
Y˜f ′ range width). The two unconnected 95.45%C.L. regions in the {|mb′|, Y˜b′} plane correspond
basically to the two overlaps between the 95.45%C.L. domains and the b′ line in Fig.(4).
We now describe the direct experimental constraints indicated on the various plots of Fig.(5).
The LHC bound, mb′ > 611 GeV, illustrated on the upper left plot is the strongest direct ex-
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FIG. 5: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L., 95.45%C.L. and 99.73%C.L. in the plane of the |mf ′ | absolute mass (in GeV)
versus the Y˜f ′ coupling, with ct = cb = cτ = 1, for the cases Qq′ = −1/3, 5/3, 8/3 and Q`′ = −1. Also represented
as dashed lines are the lower perturbative limit on Yukawa couplings, −4pi [black horizontal lines], and the direct LHC
bounds, mb′ > 611 GeV, mq5/3 > 611 GeV, or LEP constraint, m`′ > 63.5 GeV (> 101.9 GeV) for m`′ −mν′ > 7 GeV
(> 15 GeV) [purple vertical lines]. The mass ranges start at the Higgs mass, mh (see Footnote [1]), except for the
`′-lepton case (see text) where the mh value is indicated by a [black dashed vertical] line.
perimental constraint on a b′ state; this bound is based on the QCD b′ pair production and it is
less stringent for a branching ratio, Bb′→tW− < 1 [104]. The bound for, Bb′→tW− = 1, combined
with the 68.27%C.L. region push the Yukawa couplings towards large absolute values, as Fig.(5)
is demonstrating. The experimental bounds from investigations of other decay channels, like
b′ → bZ or b′ → bh, are not relevant in the context of a b′ field unmixed with SM quarks.
The bound, mq5/3 > 611 GeV, from the LHC shown in Fig.(5) is imposed by the search for the
same decay final state, q5/3 → tW+, following the q5/3 pair production; this bound is obtained
for, Bq5/3→tW+ = 1 [104], and it leaves a possible region at 68.27%C.L. in Fig.(5). Concern-
ing the q8/3 particle which could decay as, q8/3 → tW+W+, there have been no experimental
searches so far.
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There exist bounds on extra-leptons from the LEP collider; those read as, m`′ > 63.5 GeV
(m`′ > 101.9 GeV) for m`′ − mν′ > 7 GeV (> 15 GeV) [81, 88], in the case of the existence
of an additional ν ′ neutrino (which would have no effects on the Higgs couplings to charged
fermions or gauge bosons). These constraints have been obtained from investigating the chan-
nel, `′ →W(?)ν ′ → `+ 6E , where ` denotes a SM charged lepton and 6E stands for missing
energy, assuming a stable ν ′ on collider time-scales. The results for the domain, mh > m`′ ,
shown in Fig.(5) are valid in the absence of new significant partial Higgs decay widths (see
Footnote [1]).
To conclude on all these aspects of Fig.(5), one can say that the collider constraints from
Higgs rate measurements on representative single EF models are already significant, especially
in the low-mass regime where the allowed range for Yukawa coupling constants can be quite
predictive. The constraints are sensitive to larger masses in cases of higher electric charges,
as expected, and this indirect sensitivity on EF candidates can reach large mass scales up to
∼ 200 TeV.
• Constraints on the signs of fundamental parameters: Concerning the constraints on
the signs, as shown in Fig.(5) based on the present Higgs data, the sign, Y˜q′ < 0 [leading to
cγγ < 0], is preferred at 68.27%C.L. [except with absolute charges, |Qq′ | & 7, i.e. in a range
close to the |Qq′|pert. limit as illustrated in Fig.(4)] for any single extra-quark as it creates
a constructive interference with the W±-boson exchange increasing the diphoton rates. The
specific sign configuration, Y˜q′ < 0, is selected by the two relevant best-fit points which pin
down, cγγ < 0, as obtained for extra-quarks in Fig.(4). This predicted condition means that
the Yukawa coupling constant [−Yq′ in our conventions] must have a sign opposite to mq′ which
could be written,
sign
(−Yq′
mq′
)
< 0 . (13)
Related to this condition, there are comments on the configuration denoted as dysfermiophilia
in the literature. As described at the end of Section II C, strictly speaking the ct,b,τ parameters
entering Eq. (4)-(5) – whose values are generally given in best-fit plots such as the present ones
in Fig.(1) – should in fact be understood as being,
tct =
sign(mt)
sign(mEFt )
ct =
sign(mt)
sign(mEFt )
sign(−Y EFt )
sign(−Yt) |ct| =
sign(−Y EFt )
sign(mEFt )
|ct| = sign
(−Y EFt
mEFt
) ∣∣∣∣Y EFtYt
∣∣∣∣ ,
in our conventions of Lagrangian (1), and similarly for b,τcb,τ ; here the EF-exponent indicates
that the parameter is considered within the context of an EF model (and remind that mt, Yt are
in the SM). Therefore, the dysfermiophilia property of increasing, Γh→γγ/ΓSMh→γγ, via changing
the top Yukawa sign is in fact relying on the possibility to have, tct < 0, or equivalently,
sign(−Y EFt /mEFt ) < 0. This makes sense as it is the sign of, −Y EFt /mEFt , which has a physical
meaning and appears in Γh→γγ [see Eq. (8) for an analogy with the t′-loop].
The other comment is that the dysfermiophilia possibility of having, tct < 0, can indeed gives
rise to an acceptable agreement with the Higgs data (see e.g. Fig.(1)[d]) but it is not necessary
to achieve a good agreement (c.f. Fig.(4) where tct = 1) since the constructive interference
with the W±-loop increasing the diphoton rates can be realized with an EF-loop inducing,
cγγ < 0.
Hence the above condition (13) can be called an extra-dysfermiophilia as it is exactly the same
as for the top quark transposed to an EF. Besides, this condition (13) leads to a decrease of,
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σgg→h/σSMgg→h, for a single EF [see Eq. (7)] through negative cgg values [c.f. Fig.(4)]. Generally
speaking, an extra-dysfermiophilia is probably easier to realize than a dysfermiophilia due to the
potentially higher degree of freedom (allowing to de-correlate EF masses and Yukawa couplings)
which can come e.g. from additional mass terms not induced by EW symmetry breaking, like
KK masses.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have learnt from varying the effective parameters of the Higgs rate fit that shifts of the
correction factor affecting the top quark Yukawa coupling, ct, lead to translations of the best-fit
domains in the {cγγ, cgg} plane (cγγ and cgg parametrize respectively new loop-contributions to
the hγγ and hgg vertex) proportional to δct. This means that to constrain precisely the new
loop-contributions to the hgg and hγγ couplings, one has to determine simultaneously the top
Yukawa coupling which might be an experimental challenge.
The cgg determination relies as well significantly on the correction factor affecting the bottom
quark Yukawa coupling, namely cb, for which extremely large values are not ruled out by
the combination of present Higgs data; for that purpose, new Higgs reactions, like gg→ hb¯b,
h→ b¯b, would be interesting to investigate experimentally.
We have then considered the effective case of a single EF affecting the Higgs rates. It could for
example be the lightest KK mode of some higher-dimensional theory and have dominant effects
on collider physics; the lightest KK state effects are generically at least the strongest ones
so assuming this state to be the sole one is quantitatively a good (starting) approximation.
In contrast, within theories containing several crucial EF, one could of course combine the
(different) single EF effects described here and there could be compensations.
In this basic single EF framework, significant constraints have been placed on extra-leptons.
We have also found that the Higgs rate measurements put non-trivial constraints on cγγ and
cgg for b
′, t′ states able to mix with the SM b, t quarks. Regarding unmixed EF candidates [still
with same color number as SM quarks], it is remarkable that, due to the cγγ − cgg correlations,
the Higgs fit can potentially constrain intervals of absolute electric charges independently of
the SU(2)L representations, Yukawa couplings and masses for the EF. Another related result
is that, among any possible components of SM quark multiplet extensions, the q−7/3 field is
the one preferred by the fit. The Higgs rate fit also allows to constrain significantly the EF
Yukawa couplings for mq′ values up to ∼ 200 TeV, and, points out at 68.27%C.L. an extra-
dysfermiophilia [condition (13)] for any single q′ quark (independently of Qq′ as long as it does
not approach non-perturbative couplings).
Finally, let us note that any model with EF predicts certain values for the parameters, ct,
cb, cτ (cτ : correction factor for the τ -lepton Yukawa coupling) and cγγ, cgg [easily calculable
through Eq. (7)-(8)], which can then be located on the best-fit plots obtained in this paper in
order to determine the degree of compatibility with the Higgs data. Anyone could also use the
synthesized fit informations contained in Fig.(4) to constrain one’s extra-quark electric charge,
and, in Fig.(5) to study the {|mf ′|, Y˜f ′} plane of one’s single f ′ model.
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Appendix
Appendix A: The updated results
In Fig.(6)-(7)-(8)-(9)-(10), we present the new numerical results of this paper based on the
latest experimental data about the various Higgs boson rates provided by the LHC Collabo-
rations – including the ones shown at the Moriond 2013 winter conference [105]. It turns out
that most of the Higgs channels have been updated.
Let us summarize here the latest references per channel and experiment; Regarding the
ATLAS data, the diphoton final state results are taken from Ref. [106], the ZZ channel is from
Ref. [107], the WW channel from Ref. [108], the bb¯ from Ref. [109] and the τ τ¯ from Ref. [110]
(see also the combined channels in Ref. [111, 112]).
As for the CMS results, the diphoton final state has just been presented in Ref. [113], the ZZ
channel measurements are provided in Ref. [114], the WW channel ones in Ref. [115], the bb¯ in
Ref. [99, 116] and the τ τ¯ in Ref. [117] (combined analyses in Ref. [116]).
Finally, the latest results from the Tevatron (D0 and CDF Collaborations) can be found in
Ref. [93].
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FIG. 6: Update of Fig.(1).
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FIG. 10: Update of Fig.(5).
